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     Which bases accept a GPS position call? 
 

o Perth (W.A)              (6199)   

o Alice Springs (N.T.) (8199)  

o Casino (N.E. NSW)        (2199) 

  

 

Sending your GPS position 
 

There are two ways to send a GPS position to the Telcall+ system.   One is using your radio with 

attached GPS unit.    

 You must have a GPS receiver connected to your radio. 

 Radio and GPS must be turned ON. 

 GPS must have been on for a few minutes at least, to allow time to acquire satellites. 

 Select a possible channel to ping a base and conduct a Channel Test Call (Beacon Call) 

to the SELCALL number of the base you have selected. (e.g. Perth would be 6199,  

Casino 2199, Alice 8199) 

 If a good (doe,ray,me 3 times) revertive response is heard on the selected channel 
then.......... 

 For your radio select Send Position and send. 

 The base will receive your GPS position and reply with a single message. 

 GPS POSITION RECORDED (job done nothing more to do, but wait a few seconds to see 

if any MAIL BOX messages come in then,  put your radio back on SCAN.) 

If you are not currently subscribed with Austravels’ Telcall+ your reply message will be.....  

 GPS SERVICE DENIED 

 

The other way to log your position to the Telcall+ systems is using the Phone GPS menu 

selection  in the Out-n-AboutTM phone app.   Sending your position from your phone, while 

near your radio, is still valid position information.  The Telcall+ system can work with either.    

It may be much easier than using the radio as well.  Just use the radio GPS when there is no 

phone coverage.  The phone GPS position shows as a blue teardrop on the map.  The blue 

shows you have phone coverage at that location,  should friends want to call you. 

This is a viable method for GPS logging.....i.e. including an Austravel members selcall identity 

onto the GPS database even if they do not have a suitable HF radio.  The obvious limitation 

is that you need mobile phone coverage.  Phone position logging will work all over the world 

where your phone has suitable data or wifi access.  

 


